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The North America ceramic ball bearings

industry is primarily driven by the

considerable expansion in the

automotive and aerospace sector.

SHERIDAN, WY, USA, November 15,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- According

to IMARC Group’s latest report, “North

America Ceramic Ball Bearings Market:

Industry Trends, Share, Size, Growth,

Opportunity and Forecast 2022-2027”,

the North America ceramic ball

bearings market is expected to exhibit

a CAGR of 5.62% during 2022-2027.

North America Ceramic Ball Bearings Market Overview: 

Ceramic ball bearings refer to a rolling-elements that maintain the proper distance between

various moving elements. They are typically engineered from silicon nitride (Si3N4) or zirconia

(ZrO2), and are enclosed in ferrous (steel), and inner, and outer race. As compared to traditional

steel bearings, ceramic bearings offer multiple benefits, such as lighter weight, better design,

superior durability, minimal maintenance expenses, high operating temperature, and lower

coefficient of friction. Owing to these properties, ceramic bearings are ideal for high-speed

applications such as electric vehicles, automobiles, aircraft, medical equipment, level gauges,

bicycles and wind turbines.

Request to Get the FREE PDF Sample Report: https://www.imarcgroup.com/north-america-

ceramic-ball-bearings-market/requestsample

North America Ceramic Ball Bearings Market Trends:

The North America ceramic ball bearings market is primarily driven by the considerable

expansion in the aerospace and automotive sector. Furthermore, the increasing need for

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://bit.ly/3zibiaD
https://www.imarcgroup.com/north-america-ceramic-ball-bearings-market/requestsample
https://www.imarcgroup.com/north-america-ceramic-ball-bearings-market/requestsample


different lightweight automobile components has intensified the uptake of ceramic ball bearing

in commercial and passenger vehicles, which is favoring the market growth. Moreover, the

escalating employment of lubrication and seal technologies to improve overall product efficiency

and performance is propelling the market growth. Additionally, the shifting consumer inclination

toward ceramic ball bearings over stainless steel, owing to their multiple benefits, has further

prompted manufacturers to utilize them in grinding media, agitators, and valves. Besides this,

the growing acceptance of ceramic balls in the healthcare industry and the integration of

sensors, artificial intelligence (AI), and the Internet of Things (IoT) with bearings to track their

conditions are contributing to the market growth.

Competitive Landscape with Key Players:

The competitive landscape of the North America ceramic ball bearings market has been studied

in the report with the detailed profiles of the key players operating in the market.

North America Ceramic Ball Bearings Market Segmentation:

The report has segmented the North America ceramic ball bearings market on the basis of

material, product type, application and country.

Breakup by Raw Material:

•  Zirconium Oxide

•  Silicon Nitride

•  Others

Breakup by Product Type:

•  Hybrid Ceramic Ball Bearings

•  Full Ceramic Ball Bearings

Breakup by Application:

•  Electric Motor

•  Automobile

•  Under Water Equipment

•  Laboratory Equipment

•  Aerospace

•  Others

Breakup by Country:

•  United States

https://bit.ly/3UR4aKq
http://bit.ly/3PdHm5a


•  Canada

•  Mexico

Ask Analyst for Customization and Explore full report with TOC & List of Figures:

https://www.imarcgroup.com/request?type=report&id=1663&flag=C

Key Highlights of the Report:

•  Market Performance (2016-2021)

•  Market Outlook (2022-2027)

•  Market Trends

•  Market Drivers and Success Factors

•  Impact of COVID-19

•  Value Chain Analysis

•  Comprehensive mapping of the competitive landscape

If you need specific information that is not currently within the scope of the report, we will

provide it to you as a part of the customization.

Brose More Report by US:

Latin America Automotive Connectors Market: http://bit.ly/3yYVN63

United States Indoor LBS Market:http://bit.ly/3X0BjoN

GCC Automotive Connectors Market: http://bit.ly/3zLKqPg

About Us:

IMARC Group is a leading market research company that offers management strategy and

market research worldwide. We partner with clients in all sectors and regions to identify their

highest-value opportunities, address their most critical challenges, and transform their

businesses.

Our offerings include comprehensive market intelligence in the form of research reports,

production cost reports, feasibility studies, and consulting services. Our team, which includes

experienced researchers and analysts from various industries, is dedicated to providing high-

quality data and insights to our clientele, ranging from small and medium businesses to Fortune

1000 corporations.

IMARC’s information products include major market, scientific, economic and technological

developments for business leaders in pharmaceutical, industrial, and high technology

organizations. Market forecasts and industry analysis for biotechnology, advanced materials,

https://www.imarcgroup.com/request?type=report&amp;id=1663&amp;flag=C
http://bit.ly/3yYVN63
http://bit.ly/3X0BjoN
http://bit.ly/3zLKqPg


pharmaceuticals, food and beverage, travel and tourism, nanotechnology and novel processing

methods are at the top of the company’s expertise.

Contact Us:

IMARC Group

30 N Gould St, Ste R

Sheridan, WY 82801, USA
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Americas: +1-631-791-1145 | Europe & Africa: +44-753-713-2163 | Asia: +91-120-433-0800
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